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Abstract
Recently, there has been a growing interest in web service composition and the related security issues. In this paper, we propose a framework for the decentralized execution
of composite web services capable to ensure the correctness
as well as the security of the execution. Our framework relies on a data structure, called container, which is passed
among the web services participating in the composition.
The container is encrypted and authenticated in such a way
to ensure the correctness of the execution flow as well as a
set of relevant security requirements.

1. Introduction
Large computing infrastructures, like the Internet, increase the capacity to share information and services across
organizations. For this purpose, web services have gained
popularity in both research and commercial sectors. A web
service [22] is a software system designed to support interoperable application-to-application interactions over the
Internet. Web services rely on a basic set of standards such
as Universal Description, Discovery and Integration, Web
Services Description Language, and Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP [24]). Clearly, the prolific use of web services for critical and strategic applications gives rise to a
major concern regarding the threats against security. The
web services community has done significant work to address secure and reliable interoperability. The WS-* specifications define formats and protocols that are specifically
tailored to, e.g., service description (WSDL [9]), messaging
services (SOAP, WS-Adressing [23]), and quality of service (WS-Security [16]). WS-Security is the basic building
block for securing web services. It is a family of specifications that especially supports confidentiality (in terms of
ensuring that only the intended recipient of information is
able to view it), authenticity (in terms of identifying the origin of a message), and integrity (in terms of detecting that
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no one has tampered with information in a message). However, these standards provide only efficient means to protect the communication among isolated web services. One
of the major goals of web services is to make easier their
composition to form more complex services. The workflow
(or choreography) of composite web services is described in
specific workflow specifications such as WS-BPEL [17]. So
far a composite web service provider exposes the workflow
description and it is typically responsible for the centralized
execution of the overall process which is described.
The aim of this paper is to provide a decentralized control mechanism and a related supporting framework where
the execution of the composite web service is not always
in charge of a single provider. Rather, the proposed framework has been devised to delegate as much as possible the
execution to participating web services, by at the same time
ensuring the correctness of the control flow as well as the
main security requirements. In particular, our framework
ensures that the deployment will be carried on by: (a) following the control flow described in the WS-BPEL document; (b) effectively executing all operations of the workflow described by control structures in the WS-BPEL document; (c) ensuring that a web service accesses only those
information strictly necessary for correctly executing the invoked operations; obtaining thus what we call a secure execution order. The central idea of our approach is that the
messages exchanged among the web services participating
in the composition are based on a particular data structure,
called container. The main benefits of the proposed solution is that it does not require the presence of a dedicated
web service that is responsible for the WS-BPEL choreography but, at the same time, ensures security requirements
for the composition execution (see Section 4 for a detailed
description).
Over the last years some proposals of access control
models for atomic web services have been presented, see
e.g. [10, 12].
There are also a few proposals to define authorization architectures and access control policies for composite web

services, see e.g. [4, 14], whereas some approaches, such
as [1, 6], deal with capability-based access control [5] for
(composite) web services. Another relevant effort towards
web service security is the one proposed in [13], where authors extend OWL-S [13], the emerging standard for semantic web service description, by proposing ontology for annotating input and output parameters of a web service with
respect to its security characteristics (e.g., encryption and
digital signature requirements). Other proposals in the field
of composite web services, e.g., [2, 3, 7, 11, 25] address the
problem of matching the security requirements of web services before composing them, in such a way that only web
services compliant with respect to security requirements are
composed. However, none of these proposals deals with the
issue addressed by the current paper, that is, providing a
framework for a decentralized and secure execution of composite web services.
In [15], authors present a code partitioning algorithm that
is based on the idea of merging BPEL activities (given by
a BPEL workflow) along (loop-independent) control flow
graphs. The resulting partitions can be used for decentralized execution of the modeled BPEL workflow. [20] suggests to achieve decentralized data distribution among web
services. This is done by introducing a new protocol layer
(called DFDP-WS) that encapsulates control- and data-flow
among web services. Similar to our approach, the proposals
aim at not requiring a dedicated web service that is solely
responsible for executing the composition. However, both
proposals do not give technical mechanisms ensuring that
the composition is securely executed according to the specified order.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we present the underlying basics and introduce a running example we will use throughout the paper.
Section 3 gives an overview of the proposed framework,
whereas Section 4 introduces the encryption and authentication scheme we use for the container by giving a detailed
description of the layered container structure. In Section 5
we describe the four main phases of the secure execution
order. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

web service user or by the result(s) of formerly executed
web services. To ensure that only authorized users access
the web service and to ensure the correct behaviour of the
web service, input parameters need to fulfill certain preconditions. Preconditions can be met by supplying, e.g., simple
string parameters or references to further objects. For instance, these objects can be (user) credentials that are supplied by users or formerly executed web services.
Typically, web services are distinguished in atomic and
composite web services. An atomic web service is one that
solely invokes operations that it consists of. A composite
web service is one that (additionally) accesses other web
services or, in particular, invokes operations of other web
services. Hereby, these additional involved web services
may be provided by the same business entity or may be provided by other business entities. A composite web service
has a control flow and a data flow specification that contain information about how the component web services are
connected and how the data flows from one component to
another. Roughly speaking, a WSDL document [8] defines
atomic web services as collections of operations together
with abstract descriptions of the data being exchanged. Further, a WS-BPEL document [17] defines composite web services by describing interactions between business entities
through web service operations. A WS-BPEL document
gives the control flow defined by possible WS-BPEL control structures such as sequence,if-then-else, and
flow.
Let assume that a library member wants to access a document, say doc1, and requests for executing web service
accessing documents at DigiLib. DigiLib might preserve some documents that are not accessible to library
members, or some documents accessible to library members may not be in the library repository. Typically, the requirements for accessing documents depend on copyright
laws. There exist various aspects that influence a copyright
law. For instance, the copyright may be solely claimed by
the author(s) of the respective document. However, in the
case of works made for hire, the employer is considered to
be the author. Further, it is possible that state laws regulate
copyrights or some other regulating publisher contracts exist. Thus, for deciding on particular requests, we introduce
the business entity publisher information network (Publisher). Publisher supports information about
copyright laws of different countries or publishers and further copyrights concerning the documents.
Recall the DigiLib member request for accessing doc1.
In the easiest case, the requested document is in the public domain of the library. Then, DigiLib checks whether
the requesting member is allowed to access doc1 in terms
of the copyright laws. Therefore, Publisher is requested to
check appropriate copyright laws. To do so, DigiLib passes
the member request together with additional member infor-

2. A Simple Digital Library Example
As an example for a business entity consider a digital
library (DigiLib). DigiLib deals with a huge amount
of electronic documents. These documents are of different
source material, from different kinds of topics, and from
different countries. DigiLib provides different web services such as acquiring documents, disseminating documents, and accessing documents. Each
web service is a collection of several operations that need to
be invoked in order to execute the web service. Some operations depend on input parameters that are supplied by the
2
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mation (i.e., user credentials) to Publisher. In the easiest
case, Publisher decides that the requesting member is authorized to fully access doc1. Thus, DigiLib lends the
requesting member doc1. Assume that DigiLib does not
have the requested document doc1 in stock. In this case,
DigiLib needs to contact its authorized representative Rep1
and another digital library Lib2 that has lending contracts
with DigiLib. Both Rep1 and Lib2 check whether doc1
is available and send the respective results to Publisher.
Publisher checks appropriate copyright laws depending on
the respective results and additionally passed (user) credentials. Afterwards, it decides which library is charged with
lending doc1. The charged library delivers doc1 to DigiLib. Then, DigiLib lends doc1 to the requesting member.
The simplified WS-BPEL specification given in Figure 1
sketches the workflow, and Figure 3 accordingly depicts a
graphical representation.

thus to be able to invoke the corresponding operation(s).
We refer to this portion of the WS-BPEL document as the
process view of a web service. Consider the web service
composition presented in Section 2, whose simplified WSBPEL workflow is shown in Figure 1.
For instance, the process view of Rep1 consist of lines
14-15 and line 30. Furthermore, each web service must be
able to access (user) credentials, if these are mentioned as
input preconditions in its process view and are thus required
to ensure the correct execution of the invoked operation(s).
(2) Confidentiality. Each web service gains no more
than the minimum of necessary information for correctly
executing the invoked operation(s).
(3) Authenticity. Each web service should be able to
verify the authenticity and integrity of the accessed process
view and (user) credentials.
(4) Integrity of the execution order. A web service
should be able to access the authorized process view, (user)
credentials, and some further input/output items only when
the corresponding activity in the workflow has been triggered.
Referring to the scenario presented in Section 2, we have
to ensure, for instance, that Publisher will be able to
access the user credentials (see input userCreds, lines
6,17,23) only when the corresponding operation has to be
invoked. In the case that all the libraries fail at the search
of the document, the publisher does not have to invoke its
operation, thus it should not be able to access the (user)
credentials.
To satisfy these requirements, the messages exchanged
among the web services participating in the composition
are based on a particular data structure, called container.
A container stores all the information needed for the deployment of the composite web service, that is, information about the WS-BPEL workflow and (user) credentials,
and its encryption scheme satisfies the above given requirements. See Section 4 for a detailed description of the container structure.
In support of our approach, we assume the presence of
a Composite Web Service Provider (CWSP) in charge of
the container generation. More precisely, we assume that
whenever the CWSP receives a request of a service composition, it specifies an appropriate WS-BPEL document, collects the needed (user) credentials, and generates the corresponding container. Then, in order to start the composition,
the CWSP sends the container to the web service associated
with the first control structure.
Whenever a web service participating in the composition
receives a container it performs the following tasks: (a) it
firstly extracts and decrypts its process view plus some additional control information, and the authorized (user) credentials; (b) it invokes the corresponding operation(s); (c)
once all operations are terminated, it suitably modifies the

1 <sequence>
2 <invoke partnerLink="DigiLib" operation="checkDoc" input="doc1"
3
output=Response />
4 <if> <condition> $Response == "Yes" </condition>
5
<invoke partnerLink="Publisher" operation="checkLaw" input="doc1"
6
input="DigiLib" input=userCreds output=RespPub />
7
<if> <condition> $RespPub == "Yes" </condition>
8
<invoke partnerLink="DigiLib" operation="lendDoc"
9
input="doc1" />
10
</if>
11 <elseif>
12
<flow>
13
<sequence>
14
<invoke partnerLink="Rep1" operation="checkDocument"
15
input="doc1" output=RespRep1 />
16
<invoke partnerLink="Publisher" operation="checkLaw"
17
input="doc1" input=RespRep1 input=userCreds output=Response1/>
18
</sequence>
19
<sequence>
20
<invoke partnerLink="Lib2" operation="checkDocument"
21
input="doc1" output=RespLib2 />
22
<invoke partnerLink="Publisher" operation="checkLaw"
23
input="doc1" input=RespLib2 input=userCreds output=Response2/>
24
</sequence>
25
</flow>
26 </elseif>
27 </if>
28 <if> <condition> $Response1 == "Yes" </condition>
29
<invoke partnerLink="DigiLib" operation="retrieveDoc"> ...
30
<invoke partnerLink="Rep1" operation="lendDoc" input="doc1" />
31
</invoke>
32 <elseif> <condition> $Response2 == "Yes" </condition>
33
<invoke partnerLink="DigiLib" operation="retrieveDoc"> ...
34
<invoke partnerLink="Lib2" operation="lendDoc" input="doc1" />
35
</invoke>
36 </elseif>
37 <elseif> <throw Failure /> </elseif>
38 </if>
39</sequence>

Figure 1. A sample workflow specification

3. Overall framework
Following existing standards, we have to enforce the fundamental security requirements of availability, confidentiality, authenticity, and integrity. For securing composite web
service executions, we adapt and refine the general requirements as follows.
(1) Availability. Each web service involved in the composition should be able to access the portion of the WSBPEL document related to the activities it has to execute,
3
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4. Container Structure

received container; (d) finally, it sends the modified container to web service(s) associated with the next control
structure(s).

In this section we present the details of the container
structure, which is the key component of our approach. As
pointed out before, the aim of the container is to store information about the web service composition that has to be
executed and the (user) credentials needed for its deployment, making this information available to all participants
of the composition by at the same time ensuring the security
requirements mentioned in Section 3.
As we will explain in Section 5, before generating a
container, the CWSP retrieves all the needed information,
that is, the WS-BPEL document and the (user) credentials
cred1 , . . . , credm , needed during the composition execution. In explaining the container structure, we assume that
hW S1 , . . . , W Sn i is the enumeration of occurrences of the
web services participating in the workflow. Moreover, we
assume that pkW S1 /skW S1 , . . . , pkW Sn /skW Sn are the respective public/private key pairs for asymmetric encryption and digital signatures.1 The public/private key pair of
CWSP is denoted as pkCW SP /skCW SP .
Our container structure consists of three main layers,
namely, the credential layer, the output layer, and the payload layer.

To make a web service able to properly handling the container, it needs extra operations wrt those declared in its
WSDL document. Obviously, requiring that each web service participating in a composition implements these extra
operations is a strong assumption, since it implies a revision of the internal business logic of each web service. For
this reason, we have devised an alternative solution, which
does not require any modification to the existing web services. The solution is based on the presence of additional
web services, called Interpreters, in charge of implementing
the operations needed to handle a container.
Each business entity may host a unique Interpreter to be
used like an interface between its web services and the other
web services participating in a composition. Therefore, the
CWSP makes available a copy of a Trusted Interpreter to
all the business entities willing to participate with one of
their web services, in the composition. However, we have
to consider that some business entities could refuse to install an external code inside their environment. To handle
this case, we provide the possibility for a business entity to
implement by itself the operations of the Interpreter, by simply following the technical description in the corresponding
WSDL document (available at the CWSP site). Clearly, we
have to take into account that the Interpreters implemented
by the business entities are potentially untrusted, that is, an
untrusted Interpreter could potentially modify the execution
order of the composition or evaluate branch conditions in a
wrong way. To this purpose, as will be more clear in Section
4, we have devised an encryption scheme for the container
which ensures that a WS-BPEL workflow not containing
branch conditions is always processed in the correct order.
Unfortunately, the devised encryption strategy is not enough
to ensure the correct processing of a process view containing branch conditions, like for instance if and while control structures, because there is no means to ensure that an
untrusted Interpreter does not maliciously evaluate a branch
condition. Thus, if the web service in charge of evaluating a branch condition does not host a trusted Interpreter,
we assume that the corresponding container is passed to the
CWSP or to an external third-party entity hosting a trusted
Interpreter. Then, the external trusted Interpreter will process the process view by honestly evaluating the branch
condition and directly invoking the operations of the passing web service. Indeed, during container generation, if a
process view contains a branch condition, the CWSP checks
whether the web service in charge of this control view hosts
a trusted Interpreter. If this is not the case, the CWSP generates the container such that, when the first activity of that
control view will be triggered, the container will be sent to
an external trusted Interpreter.

Credential layer. The aim of the credential layer is to store
the (user) credentials needed during the execution of the
composite web service, by at the same time ensuring the
availability and the confidentiality requirements, see Section 3. This implies that each credential should be accessible only by the authorized web services, and that a web
service should not be able to access credentials that are not
required by its operations.
Our solution minimizes the dimension of this layer. In
particular, we symmetrically encrypt each user credential
with a different credential key, and store a unique copy of
the encrypted credential into the credential layer. Then, to
ensure both availability and confidentiality, we make available to each web service only the set of credential keys decrypting all and only the authorized credentials. Moreover,
we assume that each credential is marked with an unencrypted label.2
Output layer. By means of the container it should be possible for a web service to store the results of its operation(s),
thus to make them available to web services in the workflow. Once its operation(s) has terminated and before sending the particular container, a web service attaches the obtained results, hereafter output, directly in the output layer.
Due to the availability and the confidentiality requirement,
1 Usually, key pairs for encryption and digital signatures are separated.
However, for the sake of a simple exposition, we refrain from that here.
2 Dependent on the level of confidentiality these unique labels are either
random or meaningful strings.

4
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we ensure that each output is accessible only by a web service that effectively needs it as input, and that a web service
is not able to access output that is not required by its operations. Similar to the credential layer, we impose that each
output is encrypted. More precisely, if the output is needed
only by the CWSP, the output encryption is done with the
public key of the CWSP. Otherwise, we introduce additional
keys, called output keys to allow the current web service to
encrypt its output and make only the authorized web services able to access it. Note that by analyzing the WS-BPEL
document, for each output generated by a web service, the
CWSP is able to determine which are the web services authorized to access it. Thus, in order to make the authorized
web service able to decrypt the output, the CWSP includes
the output key in the corresponding authorized portion of
the container. Similar to the credentials, we assume that
each output is marked with an unencrypted label. Thus, together with the output key, a web service is provided with
the label of the corresponding output, and thereby enabling
the web service to select and decrypt the encrypted output.
Moreover, to prevent a decrypting web service from changing the output, the web service producing the output also
has to sign it.

cess the parcels associated with other web services. Moreover, we have to satisfy the integrity of the execution order, that is, we have to ensure that the container will be
exchanged among the web services strictly according to the
workflow. In order to satisfy all these requirements we exploit encryption techniques. It is interesting to note that the
naı̈ve solution of encrypting the parcel with the public key
of the corresponding web service is not enough. Indeed,
it satisfies the availability and confidentiality of the parcel,
but this strategy does not prevent possible attacks to the
integrity of the execution order, i.e., a malicious web service can simply skip the next one. Thus, we impose that
for each web service W Sj+1 in hW S1 , . . . , W Sn i the corresponding parcel is symmetrically encrypted with a random and unique encryption key, hereafter called parcel key
of W Sj+1 and denoted as kW Sj+1 . Moreover, we define
the parcel of the preceding W Sj such that it contains the
parcel key of W Sj+1 , encrypted with the public key of
W Sj+1 , i.e. EncpkW Sj+1 (kW Sj+1 ). This strategy requires
that once W Sj has terminated its operation(s), it will provide W Sj+1 with its encrypted parcel key. More precisely,
before sending the container to W Sj+1 , W Sj will extract
EncpkW Sj+1 (kW Sj+1 ) and insert it into the output layer.
Passing the encrypted key as input ensures that web service W Sj+1 will be able to decrypt its parcel only when it
receives the encrypted key by the direct predecessor in the
execution order. However, consider the case that a web service is the “joining last” involved in a flow structure. Here,
ensuring the integrity of the execution order implies ensuring that the web service waits for outputs of all the preceding web services. In this case, the parcels of the preceding
web services contain a share of the parcel key instead of the
parcel key itself. More precisely, if there are t threads in a
flow, the parcel key in each of the preceding parcels is replaced by a share of the parcel key, produced by a t-out-of-t
secret sharing scheme [21].
To support the web service in finding the corresponding
parcel in the container, we need to label each parcel. However, satisfying the confidentiality requirement implies hiding the order of the web services, except of the inevitable information about the preceding and next web service. Therefore, we use a random string of fixed length as a label for
each parcel. Moreover, we shuffle the storage order of the
parcels in the container to prevent gaining more information
about the workflow specification than its control view.
To cope with authenticity and integrity of the control
view and the credential(s), the CWSP signs the payload
layer and the credential layer with its secret key, such that
the receiving web service can verify CWSP’s signature with
the public key obtained during the location phase. To satisfy
the authenticity and integrity of the respective outputs, we
require that each web service suitably encrypts its output.

Payload layer. For each occurring web service W Sj in
hW S1 , . . . , W Sn i, the payload layer stores the corresponding process view and some additional information needed
to properly handle the container. All these data are organized in so-called parcels, such that for each occurring web
service the payload layer contains a different parcel. More
precisely, the CWSP processes the process view and generates a set of variables, hereafter called control view, to
be inserted in the parcel. In particular, given a web service W Sj , the control view stored in its parcel contains
the following variables: (1) partnerLink, specifying the
URL of the next web service(s), that is, the URL(s) where
it is expected that the container is sent after that W Sj has
terminated its activity; (2) operation, giving the name
of the operation to be invoked; (3) input, storing the label(s) of the credential(s) or output(s) that W Sj has to decrypt in order to generate the input message of its operation;
(4) output, providing W Sj with the label(s) and the encryption key(s) that W Sj has to use for encrypting its output results; (5) activity, containing information about
the control structure the W Sj is involved in (i.e., flow,
while, invoke, etc.). In case of an invoke structure,
activity stores information about the control structure
context, i.e., whether the web service is involved in a while,
a flow, etc. We will see that this information is needed by
the proposed strategy for ensuring the integrity of the execution order. Analogous to the credentials, ensuring the
availability and the confidentiality requirement implies that
each parcel should be accessible only by the authorized
web service, and a web service should not be able to ac5
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Definition 4.1 (Container)
Let hW S1 , . . . , W Sn i be the enumeration of occurrences of the web services participating in the workflow. The corresponding container is the structure C =
((payload, credential)SigskCW SP , output) where:
• for each W Sj in hW S1 , . . . , W Sn i, the payload layer
contains a symmetrically encrypted, different parcel,
• the credential layer contains symmetrically encrypted
user credentials,
• the output layer contains input for and output of web
services, either symmetrically or asymmetrically encrypted depending on the receiver.

or Interpreter are in charge of carrying on which task. Figure 4 roughly depicts the overall architecture instantiated
for the example introduced in Section 2.
Offer phase. First, the CWSP retrieves a workflow WF
that models the business process required to produce the
requested composite service. We assume that this workflow is encoded by a WS-BPEL document, where all control
structures of the workflow (e.g., switch, flow, while,
etc.) are described. The specification of an appropriate WSBPEL document is performed by the CWSP’s Generate
WS-BPEL component (see Figure 4). This phase may be
skipped, in case that a requesting user or requesting business entity generates a workflow specification on its own.
Further, we allow this workflow to be specified in other well
known workflow specification languages such as e.g., [18].

In order to generate a container, the CWSP first extracts the
information needed to generate the parcels from the WSBPEL document. Then, the CWSP generates a different
parcel for each occurrence of a web service in the workflow. Once the parcels are generated, the CWSP forms the
payload layer and appends the encrypted and labeled credentials as the credential layer. In addition, the CWSP signs
the payload layer and the credential layer with its secret key.
Finally, the CWSP includes the encrypted and labeled user
inputs in the output layer. Figure 2 depicts the container
structure and a parcel example which applies to the simple
example given in Section 2.
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Location phase. Once the WS-BPEL document has been
generated, for each control structure of the selected WF the
CWSP identifies a responsible web service. In this phase,
the CWSP makes use of both UDDI search functionality,
and semantic annotations to perform the assignment. Once
a web service has been selected, the CWSP retrieves the
corresponding WSDL document and extracts information
about the required input messages from it. Moreover, if it
is the first time that the web service participates to a CWSP
composition, the CWSP contacts it in order to clarify possible ambiguities on input messages, and to make it aware that
it must host the Interpreter web service. This task is performed by means of the CWSP’s LocateWS component
(see Figure 4). At the end of this phase, the CWSP knows
which is the user information that is needed during the composition (i.e., the information required by input messages of
web services’ operations). Thus, the CSWP requires of the
user his/her needed credentials.
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Container generation phase. This phase, carried out by
the CWSP’s GenerateCo component (see Figure 4), is
executed upon the user provided the CWSP with the required credentials. This phase is described in Section 4.

"

Execution phase. Once the container has been generated,
the composite web service can be executed. To start the
execution, the CWSP sends the generated container, an encrypted parcel key, and the label of the corresponding parcel to the Interpreter of the web service corresponding to
the first control structure. To do so, the CWSP makes use
of the WS-Security’s key concepts: On the assumption that
a container is handled as a new kind of security token, a
SOAP message transports the corresponding signatures as
signature elements and the parcel keys and parcel labels as
encryption elements. Upon the Interpreter receives such a
SOAP message, it firstly processes the SOAP header blocks
that are targeted to it. Thereby, it decrypts the parcel key
with its private key. Then, using the parcel key, it decrypts
the designated parcel of the security token which includes

"

6) !)

Figure 2. Structure of Parcel and Container

5. Secure Execution Order Phases
In this section we describe the four main phases of our
approach, by pointing out which components of the CWSP
6
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Figure 3. A sample workflow

Figure 4. An overview of the architecture

the credential keys, the output keys, and the authorized control view. Moreover, it decrypts, according to the control
view, the (user) credentials with the credential keys and the
input(s) with the output key(s). Then, it processes the WF
by properly invoking the operation(s) of the web service,
which the control view refers to, with the decrypted information. Once all operations are terminated, it modifies the
received security token, i.e. the container, by inserting the
possible results of the invoked operation(s), encrypted with
the pertinent output key(s). Finally, it extracts the information about the next web service (URL, parcel label, parcel
key) and transfers the modified SOAP message to the Interpreter of the next web service.

is implemented by the business entity itself and is thus not
trusted for evaluating conditions. Because Lib2’s control
view contains no branch conditions, the Interpreter invokes
check doc and modifies the container. It is important
to note that, even though we assume Lib2’s Interpreter to
be untrusted, the secure execution order will be ensured.
Lib2’s Interpreter sends the modified container to Publisher (step 3b). The Publisher’s Interpreter decrypts the
container and invokes check law with the received inputs. Next, the results of the twice invoked check law
needs to be evaluated, see <if> conditions in Figure 1
(lines 28,32). However, the Publisher’s Interpreter is seen as
untrusted and thus sends the modified containers to CWSP
(steps 4a, 4b). The CWSP’s Interpreter evaluates the branch
conditions. Then, by assuming that only the branch condition given in Figure 1, line 28 is evaluated to true, the
CWSP’s Interpreter modifies the respective container (i.e.,
received by step 4a) and sends it to DigiLib’s Interpreter
(5). DigiLib’s Interpreter invokes the web service operation
retrieve doc. As indicated by dots in Figure 1 (lines
29,33), this operation invokes further operations, which are
not considered here. We can assume that DigiLib retrieves
the requested document doc1 from Rep1 and lends the requested document doc1 to the requesting user.

Recall our digital library example. We assume that, by
skipping the offer phase, DigiLib generates a simplified
WS-BPEL document on its own and provides the CWSP
with the document given in Figure 1. During the location phase, the CWSP gains the WSDL documents from
the participating web services and further obtains requested
(user) credentials by acquiring them from DigiLib. Then,
the CWSP’s component GenerateCo generates the corresponding container (as given in Figure 2) and the Interpreter
submits it to DigiLib, see Figure 4 (step 1). DigiLib’s Interpreter extracts DigiLib’s control view from the container
and invokes the respective operation, i.e., access doc.
Since we assume that DigiLib does not have the requested
document doc1 in stock, DigiLib’s Interpreter modifies the
container, and sends it to Rep1 and Lib2 (steps 2a, 2b).
The Interpreter of Rep 1 extracts the corresponding control view, invokes check doc, modifies the container and
sends it to Publisher (3a). The Publisher’s Interpreter then
modifies the container and invokes check law with the
received inputs. We assume that the Interpreter of Lib2

6. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a decentralized mechanism and a related supporting framework for ensuring a secure execution of composite web services. In particular, our
framework ensures that the web service deployment is carried on by: (a) following the control flow described in the
corresponding WS-BPEL document; (b) effectively execut7
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ing all operations of the workflow described by the control
structures into the WS-BPEL document; (c) ensuring that a
web service accesses only those information strictly necessary for correctly executing the invoked operations.
We are currently implementing a prototype system to test
the performance of the framework with different kinds of
workflows. Our intention is to have a prototype as much
as possible compliant with existing web service standards.
For this reason, we are basing our implementation on the
WS-Security family. Especially the emerging standard WSContext [19] is expected to be a suitable platform for realizing our framework. Roughly speaking, the WS-Context
framework enables the correlation of distributed business
entities that offer web services with shared operations by
providing context information to the concerned business entities. Although the WS-Context framework does not consider entire execution orders, we believe that we could adapt
the framework’s mechanism, i.e., integrating context information into a SOAP message header. It is obvious that a
control view can be seen as a new kind of context, and further the dedicated Context Service can be expanded with the
extra operations of an Interpreter.
Besides the implementation, we plan to provide a formal
analysis of the security properties achieved by the proposed
approach. Moreover, we plan to extend the container structure to support dynamic composition of web services. This
is the case, for instance, of a workflow requiring to invoke
an operation whose details (e.g., name of an operation) are
provided as output of some previous activity.
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